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Abstract
Reconstruction of 3D scenes from images is a popul

task of computer vision with many applications. Howeve
due to the inherent problems of using visual information a
source, it is hard to achieve a precise reconstruction.

We discuss dense matching of surfaces in the ca
when the images are taken from a wide baseline came
setup. Some recent previous studies use a region grow
based dense matching framework, and improve accura
through estimating the apparent distortion by local affin
transformations. In this paper we present a way of usin
pre-calculated calibration data to improve precision. W
demonstrate that the new method produces a more accur
model.

1 Introduction

Accurate dense reconstruction from images is a challen
ing task of computer vision. The literature describes s
lutions for different viewpoint setups, ranging from the
classical short baseline stereo [12, 22] to reconstruction
from video [13, 17, 10] or multiple wide baseline im-
ages [21, 16, 19, 7, 11, 9].

From the setups reconstruction from short baseline im
ages and video are well studied, but the applied metho
require large overlap and similarity between frames. Mo
methods fail in wide baseline case due to the high disto
tion and occlusion rate. While these methods yield den
and reliable reconstruction, it has been pointed out in [15]
and [9], that wide baseline images can be used to achie
much higher accuracy. Thus the wide baseline case can
be ignored.

To calculate 3D depth, most methods rely on identifyin
different views of the same physical 3D entity. Unfortu
nately, often the views do not hold sufficient visual informa
tion, either because of scene properties (lack of texture, d
ficult view angles, lighting conditions) or the properties o
the camera setup (camera distortions, image quality). Th
the problem of finding projections of the same 3D point o
the images is ill-posed and ambiguous.

As far as accuracy is concerned, the most sensitive
sue is matching. Assignment of pixel correspondences b
tween views requires the projections to be visible and d
tinguishable from other pixels. Since this is not the cas
one must apply considerable number of geometric and
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sual constraints to solve the matching.
The popular modern framework for dense matching

based on global energy term minimisation [12, 16, 21]. Be-
sides the most commonepipolar andbrightness constancy
constraints, these methods apply different relaxation term
to reduce ambiguity, favour smooth surfaces or handle o
clusions. These methods have been applied mainly to sh
baseline image sequences, but in [16] it has been shown that
by modifying theuniquenessand theordering constraints,
the framework can also be applied to high resolution wid
baseline images.

The more traditional framework assigns dense correspo
dences by matching pixel surroundings using an error
correlation function. These methods also exploit the abo
mentioned constraints, but they face problems in handli
occlusions, distortions or applying smoothness constrain
without proper initialisation. To cure these problems are-
gion growingscheme was introduced by Lhuillier et al. [4].
This propagation framework initialises matching by reliabl
seed points, and spreads outwards from them. In [8] it was
shown that the framework can also be applied to wide bas
line images, if the correlation function is modified to handl
the apparent distortion of wide baseline images. This d
tortion can be estimated by an affine transformation and
in [9], a reliable surface smoothness constraint can be a
plied during the propagation.

In this paper we intend to improve the affine dense matc
ing method of [9] by introducing a novel surface smoothnes
constraint. Instead of local affine transformations we u
surface normals, calculated from the apparent affine dist
tion and the internal camera parameters. Since the cam
parameters are also needed to construct the 3D model of
scene, this last requirement is not restrictive. A number
efficient auto calibration methods are available [2, 6].

A General Reconstruction Process for Multiple Images

The reconstruction of a 3D scene from multiple images
a complex task. A general multi-step solution is present
in [14, 18, 22].

To build 3D models we first need to recover geometr
information about the image planes and cameras. This
quires a certain number of initial correspondences betwe
the views. The correspondences can be assigned autom
cally in the short baseline case by tracking corners [13]. In
the wide baseline case matching affinely invariant featur
gives a solution [20, 7]. If enough views are given, the cam-
1
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eras can be self calibrated based on the initial correspo
dences [2, 6].

In the next step, dense matching is performed betwe
the frames to calculate a dense depth map of the scene. T
depth map can be converted to a 3D model using the pre
ously acquired calibration data. Since the dense match
is the most time consuming and sensitive step of the reco
struction, it must be aided with as much information as w
have. In the first step, both sparse correspondences and g
metric information are recovered. The correspondences c
be used to initialise the matching, while the geometry ca
be turned into constraints, like the epipolar one. Very ofte
the images arerectified[2, 18] to exploit this constraint and
speed up matching. In this paper we present a novel way
use the geometric information to aid the matching.

Figure 1: Rectified wide baseline image pair.

Problem Statement and Goals

In this article we give a solution to precise reconstruc
tion from wide baseline images through an accurate den
matching method. We consider the calibration data grante
and deal with rectified image pairs. (See figure1.) The basis
of our method is the Affine Dense Matching proposed in [9].

We present a solution for extracting the surface norm
of a surface patch from the affine distortion estimated b
tween its views. The method uses some basic parameter
the camera to obtain the required geometric information. W
replace the smoothness constraint used in [9] by a novel con-
straint based on the surface normals. We demonstrate t
the new method produces more dense and accurate mod

2 Affine Dense Matching

Figure 2: Left to right: Rectified sample of left image, rectified
sample of right image, left sample transformed by an affine tran
formation to match right sample.

We consider the wide baseline case, when the images
taken from significantly different viewpoints. The two main
problems of the wide baseline setup are increased distort
and occlusions. The apparent distortion can be so signific
that the classical correlation based methods can fail entire
2
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In [8], the distortion was estimated by an affine transform
tion, and the estimate was used in calculating the score
a classical correlation function such as the Zero-mean N
malised Cross Correlation (ZNCC). Figure2 shows an ex-
ample. This idea can make ZNCC and other classical fun
tions useful in dense matching under wide baseline con
tions.

To reduce the computational cost, a region growin
scheme is applied. As an initialisation, automatically s
lected textured seed points are matched by searching for
best affine transformation and disparity. Since the reliabili
of the seeds is crucial, inconsistent and unreliable match
(matches with low correlation score) are discarded.

The second step is the propagation of these parame
starting from the seed points towards surrounding pixels
the reference image. The propagated affine parameters
disparity are refined to get a better fit of the surface. Th
propagation stops when the affine transformation is not a
plicable any more.

Figure 3: Result of Affine Matching, 3D representation.

In [9], the affine transformation was used also as
smoothness constraint, to control disparity search using
fact that disparity change is not independent of the prop
gated best affine transformation.

Papers [8, 9] were based on the connection between th
facing direction (normal vector) of the 3D surfaces and th
distortion in their projections, but they did not exploit the
connection to the full extent. In the next section we prese
a way to compute the surface normals from the estimat
affine transformations, clarifying the relation between them
We assume some camera calibration data to be known.

3 Normals from Affine Transformation

Estimated affine distortions have been used before in Sha
from-Texture to calculate surface normals if a referenc
shape is provided ([5]). In this article we use calibration
data as reference for the normals.

Let us assume we have two images created by iden
cal cameras from different viewpoints. The images are a
ready rectified, i.e., the image planes are transformed to
coplanar, the corresponding epipolar lines coincide, and t
epipoles are at infinity. We also assume that we know t
(rectified) principal points (the orthogonal projections of th
camera centres to the rectified viewing plane) and the ca
era focal distances.

Consider the projections of a 3D surface patch onto t
two images and the approximate affine transformation th
distorts one projection into the other one. Our goal is
estimate the normal vector in the centre of the surface pat
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3.1 Notations

c1 c2

Im  (  )p2
Im  (  )p1

Viewing plane

f

p

Focal Point 1 Focal Point 2

Camera 2Camera 1
x

y

z

World co−ordinate system

M

Scene

Horizon

Figure 4: Notations.

Figure 4 shows our basic notations. The two rectifie
cameras project the view to the common viewing plane. W
choose the global coordinate system such that directionx
is the horizontal,y is the view-up direction and−z is the
common viewing direction. The origin is set so that the thir
coordinates of the camera centres are zero. The comm
focal distance of the cameras is denoted byf .

In the viewing plane we define two co-ordinate system
for the images of the two cameras. The origins are the pr
cipal points and the axes point inx andy directions, respec-
tively. For the simpler calculations, we use homogenous c
ordinates for the images; the third coordinate is always−f .

Throughout this section we use lower indices to indica
the coordinate index of vectors, and upper indices to sep
rate variables belonging to the first or the second image. F
an arbitrary pointp = (p1, p2, p3) of the scene, denote its
two images byIm1(p) andIm2(p). By the projection

Im1(p) =
f

−p3
(p− c1) andIm2(p) =

f

−p3
(p− c2).

Assume that we are observing the small neighbourhood o
point p in a smooth surface; moreover, the relation betwee
the neighbourhoods ofIm1(p) andIm2(p) is approximated
by an affine transformation. Represent the transformati
by a3× 3 matrixM ; if q is in the neighbourhood ofp, then
Im2(q) ≈ M Im1(q). Since the cameras are rectified, th
second co-ordinates always match andM is always of the

form

m1 m2 m3

0 1 0
0 0 1

.

3.2 Computing Normal Vector at p

Let q = (q1, q2, q3) be an arbitrary point in the neighbour-
hood ofp. Then

c2 − c1 =
(

q +
q3

f
Im2(q)

)
−

(
q +

q3

f
Im1(q)

)
≈

≈ q3

f
M Im1(q)−

q3

f
Im1(q) = (M − I) · q3

f
Im1(q) =

= (M − I)(c1 − q).

The same holds forp as well; taking differences,

(M − I)(q − p) =

m1 − 1 m2 m3

0 0 0
0 0 0

 (q − p) ≈ 0.

Therefore, the vector(m1 − 1,m2,m3)T is always perpen-
dicular toq − p, so this is the normal vector of the observe
surface patch.
n
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3.3 Implementation

Using the notation of [8], the locally estimated affine trans-

formation is a2×2 matrix of the form

(
a1 a2

0 1

)
. To calcu-

late normals in that notation, consider the the correspondi
2D point pair(u, v) belonging to the 3D pointp, in their
original image coordinate systems. For ap̂ in the vicinity of
p,

A(û− u) + u + d ≈ v̂,

whereû andv̂ are the projections of̂p, andd = v − u is the
disparity inu. If o1 ando2 denote the 2D principal points,
then the matrixM can be given bym1 = a1, m2 = a2,

m3 =
(A(û− o1)− (v̂ − o2))1

f
,

where(b)a means theath coordinate of vectorb.

To calculate affine transformation from the normals con
sider the normaln in the 3D pointp. The affine transforma-
tion for a given corresponding pair(u, v) belonging top can
be written asa1 = n1s + 1, a2 = n2s, where

s =
((o2 − o1)− d)1

fn3 − n1(u− o1)1 − n2(u− o1)2
.

4 Using Normals in Affine Matching

In [8, 9] a region growing scheme was applied. Affine
parameters were estimated for a set of seed points, a
in a growing step these parameters were propagated. T
affine parameters represented asmoothness constraintthat
replaced disparity search by the search for the best fitting p
rameters. It was assumed that on a smooth surface the b
fitting affine transformation changes smoothly. The prob
lem is, this transformation changes in a biased way. W
impose the same kind of constraint that does not have
above limitation: On a smooth surface the surface norma
change smoothly.

4.1 Normals and Seed Points

As shown in section3.3, the normals can be determined
from the affine transformation between the views, using th
camera parameters. To start region growing, the best affi
parameters have to be estimated for the seed points.
in [8], this can also be done by exhaustive search, but
stead of a searching a fixed set of affine parameters, diff
ent normal directions are tried. To check whether a norm
is better than another one for a corresponding pair(u, v),
we calculate the affine transformationA belonging to it. A
small window aroundu is distorted byA, and an intensity
based similarity function is used to compare it with the win
dow aroundv. The normal with the best score is chosen
This costly search is only done for the seed points.

4.2 Propagating Normals

In each growing step of our method the best normals a
propagated. The parameters for refinement and stopp
conditions are angles. The changing of affine parameters
therefore replaced by rotating the normals in coaxial circl
around themselves with increasing radius. (See figure5.)
3
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This can be implemented efficiently by pre-calculating th
rotation matrices.

Figure 5: Left: Refinement of normal vectors. Right: Norma
vectors near edges.

In the refinement step of the propagation we rotate t
propagated normals by a small angle. (E.g., stepping fro
1◦ up to 5◦.) We test them by calculating the affine trans
formations, computing the disparity change and calculatin
ZNCC as in [9]. The best scoring direction will be the re-
fined normal in the current position.

To define the stopping condition, we rotate the normal
a larger circle around itself (20–40◦). If the rotated normals
performed better than the refined one, it means that the s
face normal changed significantly, indicating that we move
over an edge. (See illustration in figure5.) Stopping at this
conditions does not mean the pixel is not going to be part
the model: we only leave it to another seed.

5 Results and Evaluation

In this section we present some experimental results
ceived on synthetic data, including the data used in [9]. An
evaluation is also done and compared with the results of [9].

5.1 Results of Calculating Normals

The first example shows the results of normal vector ca
culation for a flat surface slanted by a known angle. (S
figure6.) A random texture was projected on the surface,
enable the matching. The calculated normals are shown
the seed points in figure7.

Figure 6: Slanted surface with random texture.

Figure 7: Calculated normals for the seed points.
4
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5.2 Results on Semi-synthetic Datasets

In this section we present results on semi-synthetic datas
The test objects were measured by a laser scanner, an
real texture was projected onto the model surface using
method [3]. Snapshots of the textured model were take
from different viewpoints by virtual cameras. The snapsho
were created with increasing baseline width. All camera p
rameters were known. Our method is compared with th
affine method and a classical dense matching method us
ZNCC.

Shell dataset

In this test 3 image pairs were created with increasing ba
line width. (See figure8.) A sample result can be seen in
figure9.

Figure 8: Synthetic images of a ground-truth object with increas
ing baseline width.

Figure 9: Reconstructed polyhedral model from the first test pa
with affine method (left) and suggested method (right).

We compared the result on the synthetic shell datas
with the results of [9] using the evaluation method presente
there. This evaluation method states that the precision o
reconstructed model should not consider simply the ave
age distance from the groundtruth, but it should first sep
rate matches found in right positions (inliers) from those
definitely wrong positions (outliers). The accuracy of th
method can be measured on how dense the inlier set is, h
accurate the inlier set is, and finally, what ratio of inliers t
the whole set is. In the evaluation method, the inliers are a
tomatically selected. The selection is performed using Lea
Median of Squares (LMedS) outlier rejection based on th
distance from the groundtruth. The result of evaluation ca
be seen in figure10.

One can see that the number of inliers in our method
much higher than those of the other methods. It is perform
ing surprisingly well even under the widest baseline width
This is due to the unbiased stopping condition. The acc
racy seems close to the affine solution, but in fact it is muc
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Figure 10: Evaluation of Shell results

better because of the high number of inliers. The ratio
inliers is lower than in the affine method because the affi
method chooses to stop more easily.

Cat dataset

For this experiment 24 frames were created in a virtu
turntable manner around the object as seen in figure11. The
view angle between frames is15◦. The matching has been
performed on adjacent frames.

Figure 11: Virtual turntable around object

Figure 12: Consecutive frames from the Cat sequence (24 frame

We used the same evaluation method as in the previo
section, but instead of comparing methods with differe
baseline widths, we show the values for different pairs
frames. This way we can compare methods more reliably.
is visible that the view angle is small enough for the classic
ZNCC to produce acceptable results. Figures13 show that
although the new method is slightly sparser, the improv
ment in accuracy is significant. The reconstructed mod
can be seen in figure14.
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Figure 13: Evaluation of Cat results

Figure 14: 3D point cloud of Cat with texture

Results on real dataset

Figure 15: 3 frames from the Monkey dataset.

We applied the algorithm to 3 distinct frames of the Mon
key Dataset [1]. (See figure15.) The dataset contains 89
shots of a difficult scene with accurate camera calibratio
data. The main object in the scene is covered with fur, thus
is very difficult to reconstruct correctly. However, due to th
applied normal based smoothness constraint we receive
smooth surface that follows the main fluctuations of the fu
The results are shown below in figure16.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a region growing based den
matching method that uses a novel and unbiased smoo
ing constraint. The constraint is based on the continuity
surface normals. We showed a simple way of extracting s
face normals form the apparent affine distortion and came
calibration data. The method was tested on semi-synthe
groundtruth datasets, and applied on real world images w
success.

We demonstrated that the method capable of accurate
dense reconstruction of difficult surfaces even under wi
baseline condition.
5
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